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irLuxxis is a leading boutique
charter, aircraft sales and
consulting firm headquartered
in New Delhi, with offices in Dubai and
London. AirLuxxis was founded in
2018, to fill the void of quality and
service excellence that exists in the
business Aviation market in India and
to offer clients unique charter programs.
AirLuxxis believes in constant and
uncompromising efforts to understand
the most specific and vital needs of
its clients and pride itself in offering
customised solutions. The company
provides an unparalleled, unmatched
and unforgettable service experience
to its patrons anywhere in the world.

To know more about AirLuxxis, we
interviewed Mandeep Sandhu Founder
& CEO, AirLuxxis.
Mandeep Sandhu is a former military
officer turned corporate executive.
He has over 20 years of professional
experience. Mandeep founded AirLuxxis
in 2018 and has previously served as
a Major in the Indian Army, Business
Manager in a Tata Group company,
General Manager with Sikorsky Aircraft
Corp. and as CEO of NEXUS Flight
Operations India.
Tell us a brief about AirLuxxis?
AirLuxxis is a boutique charter
brokerage, aircraft sales and aviation

consulting firm, headquartered in New
Delhi. We help clients with their travel
requirements as well as advise them on
aircraft sales or aviation-specific projects.
How has COVID-19 impacted the
business operations?
Well, the business was certainly
disrupted during the lockdown months
both in 2020 and 2021. Cumulatively,
that’s about 5 months of fleet grounding
since April 2020 and its resultant impact
on charter companies has been huge.
However, given the concerns around
COVID-19, more people started to
opt for private jets for travel, both for
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work and leisure, which is a reassuring
sign of recovery and growth for the
industry.
Why do your clients specifically
choose AirLuxxis?
AirLuxxis believes in the beliefs of
its patrons, which means that we meet
and exceed our clients’ expectations
and we offer what they demand,
deserve, and pay for. Our unique and
exceptional customer service coupled
with fair pricing, attention to detail and
commitment for any charter/project
makes us stand out from the industry.
Who are your typical clients?
Our clients are mostly discerning
High Net Worth Individuals (HNIs)
and Corporates who travel across India
or abroad for work or leisure using
private jets.
Which is the most popular type of
jet that customers ask for?
For travel within India, a mid-size
jet such as a Citation XL or Hawker
800/900 is the most preferred choice.
For international travel, if it is beyond
the Middle East, then Gulfstream 550
or Globals are preferred mostly.
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What is the present fleet of
AirLuxxis?
We presently do not own a fleet.
However, we can offer and provide a
client with any type of aircraft to meet
their travel requirement within India or
abroad.
What is your strategy for surviving
this crisis? Do you think you'll come
out stronger?
I think resilience pays off, always.
So, in this crisis as well, we kept our
faith and resolve to come out stronger
and we did. Our strategy has been
very simple.
1. To ensure and assure our clients that
their safety is paramount and we as a
company will do everything to ensure
safe travels. We have engaged with
our clients to let them know what
steps we are taking for ensuring their
safety while flying with us.
2. To offer customized solutions to our
clients for their travel needs. Such as,
when business leaders had to travel
for business/work, we clubbed their
travel and offered them an aircraft
for those many days- something like
a (very) short term lease.
3. While we kept our operational

efficiency intact, we certainly
did manage our working capital
well during this period and kept
going.
How is the private aviation industry
changing over the years?
The private aviation industry has
really kept pace with the changing
consumer requirements and has upped
the niche and the luxury quotient apart
from the fact that today’s business aircraft
can fly longer and faster. They are
bigger, better and offer well-appointed
cabins thus elevating the charm of
flying private. I think it will be fair to
say, private jets have redefined business
and leisure travel. It is certainly for the
discerning clients to enjoy this epitome
of luxury.
What are your predictions for what
the overall landscape of Indian
airlines will look like after the
pandemic?
I think the Indian commercial aviation
space is sure to rebound and regrow at
an exceptional pace, as soon as more
people are vaccinated, and we do not
see any more closures/lockdown etc.
Commercial aviation has shown their
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resilience in flying during these difficult
times, the crews (inflight and on the
ground) have worked exceptionally
hard given that additional sanitization
efforts were required after every flight
and there was still the fear of virus
hovering around.
The global travel industry is now
a global village where every other
travel enterprise is promising
unique experiences. What is the
USP of AirLuxxis that helps it
stand out?
We develop bespoke solutions for
our clients to meet their travel-related
needs. We earn the trust of our clients by
providing them with an intimate, opulent
and memorable flying experience.
Our customer service coupled with
competitive & transparent pricing is what
holds & retains our clients with us. We
take pride in the fact that all our aircraft
are sourced from operators who meet
the most stringent safety and compliance
requirements of the respective country’s
civil aviation regulations. As we
are committed to the safety of our
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patrons, we implement extra safety
and reliability checks on all operators
through the panel of aviation experts as
well.

What is AirLuxxis looking forward
to in the future?
We are looking forward to changing
the face of luxury air travel in India
and we aspire to be the first choice
for the customers by offering a truly
personalized private travel, luxurious
and bespoke experience. We are
incorporating technology into our
business through an app, for the ease
of our customers in accessing our
services. The app should be launched
by end of this month. In addition,
in the next two months, we will also
launch subscription-based on-demand
membership programs, apart from our
exciting timeshare and jet programs. To
grow and expand our footprint, we are
also in talks with strategic investors for
fundraising. This will catapult our growth
and enable us to not only expand our
service offerings but also grow our teams
supporting our clients.
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